Autumn Term 2020,
Amethyst Class
Welcome back!
We hope you all enjoyed the summer
break and have stayed safe during
these uncertain times. We are looking forward to the new academic
year and getting back to life in class.
This term is our Sciences term where
we will be looking in depth at
sources of light and shadows and
how the length of these shadows
change very quickly.
We are also going to spend a lot of
time working on improving our
comprehension skills once we have
read a book, poem or other text
genre. We are keen to ensure all children achieve and are happy during
their time at school so please feel
free to let the office know of any concerns and I will contact you by phone
whilst social distance restrictions are
still in place. Please follow us on
Twitter for regular photographs and
updates from our exciting work in
class. Look for us under
@daniel_gravil
Winchelsea Year Three
Mr Gravil, Mrs Harris

What will I need
to do?
P.E. kit -

shorts ,
t–shirt, plimsolls or
trainers in a small bag.
These are needed on a
Monday and Wednesday this term, many
thanks. After Tuesday
the children will bring
their kit home to be
We are currently thinking about homework and how best to exchange work between home and school. We will notify
you very soon with regards how we hope
to do this.

The school has recently invested in
a new reading scheme. The children will soon be bringing home a
new reading book so that you have
the opportunity to listen to the progress that they are making.

What will I be
learning ?
Literacy-This term we will focus on grouping our
sentences into paragraphs. We will also continue to
focus on our sentence structure, using descriptive
phrases and varying our sentence openers.

Maths - the children will look at place value
this term, recognising the value of each digit in
a three digit number to 999 and beyond. They
will also look at the two number operations of
addition and subtraction,.

Science - ‘Light and Shadows’ - examining
the different sources of light.

and….

Music TOPIC
R.E

Please make sure names are on
everything! This way things can be
returned if they get lost.

I.C.T

Art
P.E

Geography

History

AND MUCH MORE!

